In previous applications of the density-functional theory to plasmas, particle correlation effects were included via the exchange-correlation potential 8'"', ' for the electrons, and the ion-correlation potential 8" ' for the ions, while the electron-ion correlation potentials 8" ' were neglected. These electron-ion correlations appear beyond the random-phase approximation and are expected to be small for liquid metals, but are non-negligible in plasmas of light elements. In this work, we consider an approximation for electron-ion correlations that exploits the properties of the direct correlation function and the local-field correction familiar in the theory of liquids. Calculations that include the effects of temperature on the electron density and on the correlation potentials have been performed for hydrogen (H) and helium (He) plasmas with the plasma-coupling parameter I ranging from 0.07 to 5. The effects of electron-ion correlations on the structure factor, ionization, and the interaction energy are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Much attention has been paid in recent years to the study of the static properties of plasmas considered as coupled electron-ion (e i) system-s. Detailed calculations of structure factors, thermodynamic functions, and so on have been reported in the literature. Methods currently applied to liquid metals' have been extended to e-i plasmas.
The approach based on the direct correlation functions has been systematically explored. ' The techniques of the Fermi electron liquid applicable in the linear-response regime have been adapted to the case of e iplasmas in -the domain of full ionization (or fixed ionic charge), leading to methods which use response functions involving local-field correction ' (LFC). Also, the Green's function formalism which relies upon perturbation schemes has been applied to strongly coupled plasmas. " Numerical estimates of the thermodynamic functions for e-i systems which are considered as onecomponent fluids of ions interacting through potentials linearly screened by electrons have been reported. ' Finally, the density-functional theory (DFT), which goes beyond the linear-response theory, has been used for selfconsistent calculations of coupled electron and ion density profiles. ' ' In this article, we present an improved version of our previous DFT calculations for plasmas of light elements. The main effect we consider is that of the electron-ion correlation potentials that we neglected up to now. The neglect of these correlation potentials 8" ' while keeping 8" ' and 8" ' is equivalent to the neglect of the electronion local-field corrections in a response-function formalism of the two-component plasma (TCP) , and hence is equivalent to a random-phase approximation (RPA) for electron-ion correlations. As such, we shall label these W '' correlations discussed here as electron ion corre-lations beyond the RPA. The usual response-function approach is limited to situations which do not involve bound states, while a formulation in terms of the correlation potentials of DFT is, at least in principle, straightforwardly applicable to more complex situations. In Sec.
II we recall briefly the DFT equations and focus on the electron-ion correlations. In view of the fact that we are studying light elements, we give a construction of the electron-ion correlation potentials W ' and 8' ' acting on electrons and ions, respectively, in a manner paralleling that of Chihara. ' Such an approach is not entirely consistent with DFT, but is felt to be adequate for an estimate of the effects in these light-element plasmas. ''[n, p] and F, ' '[p] . These terms arise from differences like (n(r)n(r')) -(n(r)) (n(r')), (n(r)p(r')) -(n(r) ) (p(r'} ), etc. and are due to particle correlations beyond the one-body picture. The ion-ion correlations in a strongly coupled plasma are controlled by a length scale of the order of the Wigner-Seitz radius ro, while the electron correlations are controlled by the electron screening length. In our previous studies of the DFT equations, we chose to neglect the cross correlations introduced by F; '[n, p] '(r) , (2) 
where The electron-electron exchange-correlation potential W; '(r) , the ion-ion correlation potential W '(r) , and the electron-ion correlation potentials W, ''(r) , and W, ''(r) are defined as the functional derivatives 5F" /5n, 5F, ' '/5p, 5F; '/5n, and 5F; '/5p, respectively Th. e DFT is an exact many-body theory if these potentials (univer- sal functionals) are known. As they are unknown, they are modeled from the theory of known reference systems.
The electron-electron exchange-correlation effects are usually modeled, using the local-density approximation (LDA), where F'";[n (r) ] is taken to be that of the homogeneous electron gas at a uniform density n =n(r). 
Equation (16) defines the short-range ("non-RPA") part of the electron-ion direct correlation function for entirely classical electron-ion systems. Equation (16) is not, however, applicable to electrons in the quantum regime. In Chihara's analysis of electron-ion fluids, the short-range part c, ; is shown to be given by '
where g, (q) is the noninteracting density response function of the uniform electron gas at a density n and temperature kz T = I /p. In Eq. (17), an approximation equivalent to the neglect of bridge diagrams has been made in the ion correlations and hence Chihara calls it a "quantal-HNC" (QHNC) approximation.
In this article, we simply adopt c, ;(q) given by Eq. (17) in Eqs. (13) and (14) to define the DFT-correlation potentials 8", ' 
where b, n (r) is the free-electron contribution, we can only calculate the electron-ion correlation effects due to hn (r), using Chihara's approach. Nevertheless, in this article we assume that, since the b, n (r) contribution contained in the systems studied here (see Table I '(n) with k", so determined as to be consistent with the LDA at q=O, in the limit of very high temperatures. Equation (27) shows that, in this asymptotic regime, the term depending on 2, ; in the dielectric function, Eq. (23), goes like P, so that it is negligible with respect to the contribution g, +Z, y, proportional to P. As Table II demonstrates that the approximation used for electron exchange and correlation has an effect on the other correlation potentials: the nonlocal W, ' ' leads to a larger W ', but smaller W, . ' ' and 8 '. Once again, the sensitivity is higher in the low-density, low-temperature regime.
The real importance of electron-ion correlations must be appreciated when we consider more physical quantities such as energies. In Table III, Fig. 1 for r, =4 . FIG. 4 . The same as Fig. 3 for r, =4. (r) . (31) The effect of the e-i correlation on the energy E, , is larger at high density (up to 8%) than at low density (less than 3%). This energy is dominated by the electron density at the nucleus. As the proton potential is less screened at low densities, it causes a stronger perturbation on the electrons, which become less sensitive to other potentials than at high densities: hn(r =0) hardly varies at low density, so that E, , is more stable. The trend is exactly opposite for E;; which changes a lot (23%) at low density, but much less (1%) at small r" where strong ion-ion coupling makes e-i correlation less e8'ective. The change in h;; due to switching of e-i correlation is displayed in Figs. 5 and 6. We may draw a similar conclusion for the interaction energy E;*; between dressed ions. The influence of locality or nonlocality of W, ' ' on the energies is not negligible, and becomes more important at low temperatures; E, , is the most affected quantity because 8", ' acts directly on the electron density profile.
In Table IV and T/TF=0. 1, the limit of strong coupling. In the former case, we find a lower ion-ion interaction and a larger electron-ion interaction. This will reflect a 
